PSG COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER APPLICATIONS

ORGANIZES

A TWO DAY ONLINE WORKSHOP

ON

PRACTICAL MACHINE LEARNING - FROM DESIGN TO DEPLOYMENT

JULY 2 - 3, 2021

Register for free at tinyurl.com/4p9m32fa or Scan QR Code before 28th June, 2021
ABOUT THE WORKSHOP

Machine learning algorithms are an integral part of almost all modern applications. To make the learning process faster and more accurate, you need tools that are flexible and powerful enough to help you build machine learning algorithms quickly and easily. The goal of this Machine Learning Workshop, is to enable the participants to become proficient in developing ML algorithms using Python.

Timings: July 2-3, 2021 9:00 AM - 4:30 PM (5 hours per day)

Resource Persons
The two day workshop sessions will be conducted in collaboration with experts from premier educational institutes and industry.

Who can attend?
Research scholars, faculty and PG students who are interested in implementing ML algorithms for their applications can attend. A working knowledge of Python is a prerequisite.

ABOUT THE COLLEGE

PSG College of Technology is an autonomous, government aided, ISO certified private engineering college in Coimbatore, affiliated with Anna University. NAAC has certified the college with ‘A’ grade. The National Institutional Ranking Framework (NIRF) ranked it 49th among engineering institutes in 2020 and 85th overall.

ABOUT THE DEPARTMENT

The department of MCA, started in 1983, is NBA accredited and focuses on research and teaching. The Department is equipped with state-of-the-art facilities to explore the technological challenges in various areas such as High Performance Computing, Wireless Networks, Data & Web Mining, Data Analytics, Artificial Intelligence. The department was ranked as ‘One of the TOP 10 Promising MCA colleges in India-2019, by the Higher Education Review.

CONVENOR
Dr. A. Chitra. Professor & HoD.
Department of Computer Applications

ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
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